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About This Game

Buffy Stole your Sandwich is an arcade game about a puppet named Xivek who had his
Rich sandwich stolen by a giant steroid enhanced squirrel named Buffy. The goal is to

Unlock all the levels to get your sandwich back!

In this game you’ll be confronting Buffy at an abandoned construction site that is three levels
Long. Buffy will try to retaliate by throwing barrels at you, so it is your job to make your way

Expectantly through the level, dodge barrels, and get your sandwich back from Buffy!

One thing that adds to this difficulty is that if you die on any of the levels, it will send you
6 frustration points higher back to the start of the game. To help with your sanity, there are only

3 levels in the game. (Not including secret levels...)
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Game is good but need some time for better game. Even though it isn't complete, the game still offers a lot, such as good
graphics, a nice sandbox builder, but still a blocky type game if you enjoy minecraft. Overall very nice game 8/10.. Really well
made game I've only played for an hour or so but it's already gotten me hooked! The levels are really fun and difficult enough to
keep you glued to your PC for a good amount of time! Kudos to the creator,

Amazing Game! - 9\/10

I made a sorta review\/Funny Playthrough of the game if you guys wanna check it out, (Rage is abundant)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DKwmCO1wL5I. Plexarium is similar to the capture the flag genre.
You're given the task to gather all the hidden fuel containers.
Each level is a randomly generated maze with multiple floors.
But be careful, there are many spiders roaming the ship.
And they can attack from a short distance.. The best and most thoughtout tycoon kind of game at the moment. Yes, it's raw and
unpolished so far.
But, the game is very stable and the mighty economics machine is calculating and accounting every action you take.

Porno Studio Tycoon covers a lot of aspects and has a very deep level of details. For instance, you can make a photoshoot with
your actresses, that will lead to selection of photosets, designing the finished products (t-shirts, calendars, posters) using this
photoset, producing the items themselves. Goddamit, you can even start a fashion trend.

But main part of the game is still making movies of special sort (you know what I mean). This is an interesting process with
different variables. Everything depends on the qualities of the actress (or actor), the place, where the shooting takes place and,
most importaint, on the demands and pecularities of the market, where you've decided to sell your movie.

To be short, this game is a diamond in a rough, but it's already fun to play.

Pros:
- VERY detailed simulation of the industry, it's production and marketing aspects (you can even buy links for your website and
do SEO for it)
- Beautiful artwork. Every location is hand drawn with a lot of details. You can interact with a lot of objects in different
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locations
- Possible expansion of the business, with new office and staff. Which also adds new functions to the gameplay!
- You can develop your skills as a cameramen, director, researcher and marketing specialist.
- You don't get bored of this game. It holds you. There's always a lot of things you can master and get to know.
- The developer is very responsive: I've made some suggestions about the gameplay and treanslation and developer has
implemented them next day! How cool is that?

Cons:
- The game is still in development, so there are some missing textures from time to time
- Some gameplay features are hard to undertand without the extencive tutorial
- On my laptop, edges of the game screen go beyound my actual screen (maybe it's my resolution 1440x900)
- The game is too "safe for work" for the complexity it has. Old "WET The sexy empire" was way more exposed and adult.

Overall, I very highly recommend this game. Even if you won't see much naked wemen and boobs, you will experience an
indepth economic simulation which is fun to play

9 out of 10 porn scenes. I was attracted by the Lovecraftian reference, Azathoh. With that said, the only thing Lovecraftian
about it (in the 8 minutes I played it) was the futility of trying to kill the intruders. Simply put, my shotgun didn't work.

While I like the premise, its delivery needs some work. The flashlight nees some work; the weapons need to fire; the voice
acting needs better pacing. The graphics remind more of ca. 2000 CE blockiness.

Still, I'm not returning it (I did get it on sale, so if it is never improved upon, then I'm not out much money). Do I recommend it?
In its current state, no. However, I'll come back in a few months and check it again.. OMG Dem
Graphix!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!111!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 cent was totally worth for it !!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!1

BUY IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Pretty standard point and click game but with nice mood an interesting enough developing
backstory that you want to find out what happens in Part II.

With that said this has got to be the most contrived game I have ever played. Its just a bunch of closed containers and you search
either for a key or a way to break into the container. Once you find some ultra ancient mystical key that unlocks this magical
box inside you find...... a can opener? And that can opener lets you open a container that contains a key to another container that
has inside of it.... a screwdriver? If that weren't bad enough you leave the can opener and screw driver behind after using them
and then several times later in the game you find new can openers and screw drivers just lying around. Was that first can opener
that special that you put it in a mystical box?

Some of the actions you must take are also just plain silly. There's a toy airplane on the desk. I must turn on the fan to make it
fly away to reveal a key behind it. Why couldn't I just move the toy with my hand? Lots of other secrets are revealed in a fake
chance kind of way. I replace the missing piece on some object and that causes another object in the room to randomly fall
down revealing a key. The game just makes solving things seem random and pointless.

What this game is lacking is ingenuity. Most games like this let you combine objects in interesting and non-obvious ways. This
game has almost no combinations. You wander around picking things up and then putting them in their obvious destination..
This is an okay soundtrack; it's really only worth it for the theme.

Also, Amazon is $1 cheaper in the US, don't buy this on Steam here.. It looks like an old game I used to play when I was a little
kid, so it kinda brought memories and may be why I'm biased to recommend this game. It has an easy gameplay, music is kind
of repetetive and graphics are old but they don't matter much for the game. It is a casual game for when you are bored and want
to do smt but don't know what: just kill planes and try to reach as high as you can while doing it. Achievements are easy. buy if
its on sale and have a dollar to spare.
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the game looks good and was very fun for me ....... untill the spider faces showed up im glad i use the safty straps. I remember
playing this back when it was originally released, and I hated it, probably because of the control system, the ugly 3D reinditions
of LeChuck, Stan & Murray, and that some of the voice cast had changed from my beloved Curse of Monkey Island.

However as it's finally been put on Steam, I couldn't resist to complete the set. It's important to note that, like Curse, it's not a
remaster; it's the same game with 1999 graphics and the same horrible controls. However, you can remap *some* keys (not all,
sorry, no wasd) to make life easier, plus I found it a lot better to put movement into camera relative which limits clunky
movement to when camera angles change and sometimes to line up Guybrush with a particular object (tip, stand back a bit from
the item)

The game itself, is actually better than I remember. Definitely the weakest of the 4 LucasArts releases, but by no means terrible.
The puzzles are fun, fairly intuitive, and don't involve a huge amount of retreading. Just bear in mind this is a game from the late
90s, where stylish cartoony graphics in 3D aren't rendered that nicely, and you have significant limitations to graphics and
resolution settings,

And bring a notepad for Monkey Combat. It's unnecessarily complicated. Effectively 5-way rock-paper-scissors, but you need
to learn each code to get from one state to another.. Really, really fun game. Story seems nice so far looks like 3 more chapters
let in development, which would be nice.
Haven't tried the multiplayer yet but the single player has been nice, although some characters are overly complicated like The
Shaman where as, Rainer, The Guardian is really powerful and easy, could probably use some tweaks to characters but overall
seems nice and diverse.
An addition to the game that woulld be good in my opinion is a sort of endless mode or just stage mode without the story so you
can try out some of the characters as there dosent appear to be a way to reset the story progresss and just try them against the
base enemies.. Addicted to drugs or classic dubstep?
want a hyped out game that pushes the boundaries of your mouse?
Then this game is what you seek, its one of those games were you would sit down for 10 minutes and then leave it again. But
those 10 minutes are going to bring you far! One thing i recommend is taking breaks often as its fast phased, intense, and
requires a steady yet fast hand aswell as eyes.

Its challenging and its a lovely feature to add milestones on the waves such as 0-25-50-100 which means if you ever should get
past level 25 you woulndt have to work all the way back up, you can go to the settings and make it start at level 25 :)

The lack of music tracks is what brings it a little down in grade as you only got 1 song and 2 unlockable songs, which are about
30 secs long and then repeated :\/ I find my self just slapping one of my own songs on in a browser or media player and play the
game W\/o music ^^

The tricky parts comes in evading flashbangs (placebo) and changing colors so your crosshair's color matches the pill you want
to bring to an end, as if a yellow pill falls you want to right click or press spacebar to change to the yellow color. There is 2
colors changing each round, and you can unlock a harder difficulty by unlocking 3 colors or more.

The game is enjoyable, playable and most of all replayable :)! but as i said, the major thing that drags it down is the lack of
music :(

8\/10!. Audience: ]===
☑ Kids
☐ Everyone
☑ Casual players
☐ Pro players

===[ ☼ Graphics: ]===
☐ Potato
☐ Really bad
☐ Bad
☐ OK
☐ Good
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☐ Beautiful
☑ Masterpiece

===[ $ Price/quality: ]===
☑ Full price
☐ Wait for sale
☐ Average
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Don't do it

===[ ☣ Requirments: ]===
☑ 90' PC
☐ Minimum
☐ Medium
☐ Fast
☐ High end
☐ NASA computer

===[ ☼ Difficulty: ]===
☐ You just need 2 arms
☑ Ez
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard (first few hours)
☐ Dark Souls

===[ ۞ Game time/length: ]===
☐ Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
☐ Long ( 12+ hours)
☑ Endless

===[ ♬ Story: ] ===
☐ It doesn't have
☐ Somehow worse then Twilight
☐ Still better than Twilight
☐ Average
☐ Good
☑ Fantastic

===[ § Bugs: ]===
☐ Game itself is one big BUG
☐ Bugs destroying the game
☐ Lot of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing!

===[ ✦ Others: ]===
☐ Multiplayer
☐ Co-op
☑ Singleplayer

9/10, it turns out my arithmetic is more rusty then I thought XD
Let us know when you make another game Penny!
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